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Re ent advan es in Large Shell Model al ulations allow now to treat
extended valen e spa es and more omplete des riptions of (semi-)magi
nu lei an be a hieved with in lusion of ore ex itations. The interplay
between shell evolution and ore ex itations in semi-magi nu lei will be
illustrated for Tin isotopi hains in the framework of Large Shell Model
al ulations. pn and nn monopole relative in uen e will be tra ed ba k on
E e tive Single Parti le Energies and B(E2)'s.
1. Introdu tion

Like other nite quantum many-body systems, atomi nu lei are hara terized by shell stru ture but also residual orrelations among its onstituents. Close to stability, shell stru ture has been etablished for long now
and show up in identi ed magi numbers (2, 8, 20, 28, 40, 50 ...) orresponding to spheri al losed shell nu lei. On the opposite, when a tive nu leons
an intera t through residual intera tion, orrelations an develop leading
to olle tive deformation or super uidity. But orrelations also manifest in
low-lying spe trum of magi nu lei and the presen e of deformed states of
many parti les-holes nature have been observed in double magi nu lei like
16 O, 40 Ca or 56 Ni.
One of the main interest a tually in nu lear stru ture is to study how
this ompetition between magi spheri al on gurations and deformed ones
evolve far from stability with neutron ex ess and if shell losures or magi
numbers observed around the stability line still persist. The ase of 32 Mg
and the disapperan e of N=20 shell losure ?? was a pioneering ase of this
new domain of nu lear stru ture investigations.
In a re ent paper, Otsuka et al. [2℄ proposed an appealing me hanism
driving this shells evolution. This me anism is related to one of the hara teristi part of the nu lear for e whi h is the tensor for e. Its importan e
(1)
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has been shown to be ru ial to the des ription of many nu lear properties.
Starting from a s hemati tensor of the form
VT = (~
1 :~
2 )([s~1 s~2 ℄)2 :Y 2 )f (r )
they derived a losure relation for the monopole part of this intera tion:
(2j> + 1)VjT> ;j + (2j< + 1)VjT< ;j = 0;
Here j> and j< denote for l + 21 and l 12 respe tively, l being the orbital
angular momenta. From this relation one an follow the evolution of spinorbit partners j> and j< of a given proton or neutron uid with the lling
of the other uid j 0 : it is seen that VjT> ;j and VjT< ;j have opposite signs and
that also the tensor intera tion being of dipole type, it is attra tive between
shells j< /j>0 and repulsive between shells j> /j>0 .
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2. Tin isotopes

In the parti ular ase of the tin region, the tensor monopole e e ts develop and an be put in eviden e, for example in the spe tros opy evolution
between 91 Zr and 101 Sn. In gure 1, the experimental low-lying spe trum
of 91 Zr is shown. The orresponding spe trum of 101 Sn was obtained by a
tting pro edure of single parti le energies and two-body matrix elements
in the (g 7 ; d 5 ; d 3 ; s 1 ; h 11 ) (r4h) valen e spa e on top of a 100 Sn ore. The
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lear e e t of the lling of the g 9 proton orbital auses the drop of the 72 +
2
state from 1.88 to 0.2 MeV. This neutron state is of single parti le nature
and rises down due to the strong pn attra tion between spin-orbit partners
V 7 ; 9 . As quoted in [2℄, the tensor me anism predi ts also repulsive inter2 2
a tion V 11 ; 9 as ould be infered from the rise of the 112 between 91 Zr and
2 2
101 Sn. While
the state in 101 Sn is evidently the h 11 single parti le state,
2
the one in 91 Zr is arrying only a fra tional part of the spe tros opi fa tor
strength [3℄ and has probably strong admixture of [(p 1 ) 1 (g 9 )1 ℄ (d 5 )
2
2
2
on guration (infered from Gross-Frenkel interation [4℄ in 89 Zr for example). The experimental determination of the lo ation of the h 11 single par2
ti le entroid should therefore be ru ial to determine the nature and the
strength of Vhpn11 g 9 monopole intera tion. At this point, it is interesting to
2 2
noti e that the spe tros opi properties all along the tin hain, from 101 Sn
to 131 Sn(see gure ??), will be governed by the same intera ting orbitals as
the ones in the previous ase from 91 Zr and 101 Sn. In parti ular, depending
on the nature (l  1=2) of the su essive lled neutron orbitals, the intera tion with g 9 protons of the ore will indu e variations of the proton Z = 50
2
gap.
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Fig. 1. Energy evolution of low-lying states between 91 Zr and 101 Sn.
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BE 2(2+ ! 0+ ) for tin isoptopes; right: proton ESPE for tin isotopes.

In left panel of gure 2 are represented the B(E2) values along all the
isotopi tin hain. The dis rete points are the experimental measurements
while the ontinuous urves orrespond to shell model al ulations with different proton trun ation levels (0p0h, 2p2h, trun ated and full 4p4h). The
al ulations are performed in the gds valen e spa e for protons and (r4h)
for neutrons. Several points are to be ommented from these urves:
- the experimental urves hows an left/right asymmetry meaning enhan ed
transitions for the lightest tin isotopes. This is on rmed by the re ent
Rising measurement in 108 Sn [5℄.
- shell model al ulations presented here are able to reprodu e the amplitudes of the transitions with standard polarization e e tive harge of 0.5.
The need of ore ex itation is ru ial and demonstrated by the large amplitude gain between t=0 (0p0h) and t=4 (4p4h) results.
- the onvergen e of al ulations is somewhat rea hed for heavier tins (no
strength gain between partial and full 4p4h al ulations) while there is still
some possible in rease of the E2 strength for the lightest spe ies, in par-
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ti ular due to neutron ore ex itation and non onvergen e of the 4p4h
al ulations. Su h a gain should be suÆ ient to disymmetrize the urve, in
agreement with the experimental trend.
It is interesting to put in orresponden e previous panel with the right one
of gure 2 where the underlying proton stru ture is illustrated with the evolution of the E e tive Single Parti le Energies [6℄ along the tin hain. The
redu tion of the proton gap at mid-shell explains the orresponding large
amplitudes of the BE(2)'s. On the other hand, the Vhpn11 g 9 monopole inter2 2
a tion (whi h ould not be determined from 91 Zr spe trum) is needed to be
suÆ ently attra tive (of the order of the Vhpn11 g 7 ) to hinder the transitions
2 2
at the end of the shell and lose suÆ iently 132 Sn. This appear to be in
ontradi tion with the predi tion of the tensor behaviour suggested in [2℄.
3. Con lusion

Large Shell Model al ulations for the tin isotopi hain are performed
for the al ulations of ele tromagneti E2 strength. In lusion of ore ex itations allow to des ribe the amplitude of experimental values with standard
polarization e e tive harges. In ontradi tion to the behaviour of a pure
tensor for e, the proton-neutron monopole intera tion Vh 11 g 9 need to be as
2 2
attra tive as Vh 11 g 7 one.
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